SANITARY REMOVAL LTD.
Major Product Lines

SaniCare
SaniCare provides solutions for essential care products including toilet paper dispensers, hand soaps and hand sanitizers.

SaniFresh
SaniFresh includes our line of air fresheners that are 100% Environmentally friendly, CFC free and easily accommodated in stalls of any size.

SaniFem
SaniFem includes our line of feminine hygiene bins that provide a complete solution for safe, cost effective storage and disposal.

SaniMed
SaniMed provides solutions for the safe and convenient storage and disposal of medical waste products.

*Navigate to each product line by clicking/touching the corresponding logo or image - this functionality is only available while the document is being viewed in a PDF viewer.
JUNIOR JUMBO 9"
- Durable high impact rigid plastic construction
- Key lock mechanism allows for easy opening while keeping roll securely in place
- Compact, streamlined design
- Glossy wipeable surface
- Sleek vertical window for monitoring refill rotation
- Available in Black and White

HAND SOAP DISPENSER
- Available in Black or White
- Rectangular window for viewing soap levels
- Push lock tabs located on bottom for easy maintenance
- Permanent installation with accompanying screw sets or adhesive

HAND SANITIZER DISPENSER – GEL
- Wall mounted liquid dispensing system
- Available in 800ml and 1200ml dispenser models in black or off-white
- Features a contamination-free sealed pouch and integrated dispensing tube
- Accommodates a wide range of hand soaps, hand sanitizers and other specialty products in 800ml and 1200ml packages
FOAM HAND SANITIZER

- Automatic, hands free operation
- Unique top-dispensing design – no risk of leaking
- Made from durable plastic with a secure locking option
- Large refill indicator window and multi-lingual refill labels
- Economical – dispenses only .75 mL per activation (hand wash) versus 1.5 mL for most bag-in-box systems
- Available in Dove Gray and Black
- Can be mounted to a floor stand to create a No Touch Hand Hygiene Station

LEVER ROLL HAND TOWEL DISPENSER

- Durable, break-resistant plastic construction
- Simple design for easy loading and low maintenance
- Compact size with front dispensing arm
- Accommodates a wide range of paper types and sizes including coreless, solid and centerpull rolls
MULTIFOLD HAND TOWEL DISPENSER

- Universal to all brands of Multi-fold hand towels
- Durable high impact rigid plastic construction
- Space saving, streamlined design
- Available in Black and White
- Glossy wipeable surface
- Centre vertical window for monitoring refill rotation
- Push button lock tabs located on top for easy maintenance

CENTER PULL HAND TOWEL DISPENSER

- Streamlined design
- Glossy wipeable surface
- Adjustable tension that varies depending on type of paper being dispensed
- Available in Black and White
- Turn key lock for maximum security
- Permanent installation with accompanying screw sets
SKY AUTOMATED HAND DRYER

- Touch free operation or button activated
- Touch Free Model automatically activates once hands are placed within 10-15cm and shuts off once hands are removed
- Button Activated Model starts drying once button is depressed
- All models automatically stop after 120 seconds for safety and greater energy efficiency

SKY SLENDER - 3055 HAND DRYER

- Operates within voltages of 110-120V and 220-240V
- Sleek stainless steel design
- Circulating air speed ranges from 79-158mph
- Dries within 15 Seconds
AEROSOL DISPENSERS

SaniCare Aerosol Dispensers are 100% Environmentally Friendly, CFC Free and easy to install in any sized bathroom cubicle. Choose from 3 compact models that can either be wall mounted or used free standing.

AS LOW AS $13,500.00

- Sleek simple design that fits discreetly in any cubicle.
- Releases an aromatic fragrance at optimal intervals to eliminate odours.
- Improves air quality without harmful chemicals or intoxicating aromas.
- Environmentally Friendly: does not contain hydrocarbons (CFCs).
- All dispensers are refillable and easy to install.
- Includes programming options to regulate aerosol release.
Sani-Fem hygiene bins provide a complete solution for feminine hygiene. All bins are designed to fit discreet locations in female cubicles and feature:

- Tough, gloss finish and high density bin moulding for easy cleaning and low dirt retention.
- High gloss plastic chute for discreet operation. Screen printed stickers with clear instructions.
- Available models: Regular, Foot pedal and Automatic Sensor Bins

- Our regular units are ideal for high traffic locations that require significant storage allocation.
- Our foot pedal model offers the convenience of hands free operation.
- Our automatic/sensor bin is ideal for executive offices. It has a built in infrared sensor that allows for hands-free, automatic operation.
Sani-Med Medical Sharps Containers provide a safe solution for the storage and disposal of used syringes and needles. Each unit comes fully equipped with clear indicators that the contents within are bio-hazardous materials.

- Puncture proof containers that offer a safe solution for needle disposal.
- Appropriately labelled with Bio Hazard signs to ensure safe waste management.
- Manufactured in compliance with international safety standards.
- Available in 3 convenient sizes dependent on customer requirements.
Commitment to Service & Quality

SanRem believes in offering quality service at an affordable price. We feel strongly about our responsibility to protect our fragile environment and this responsibility is taken into consideration with every aspect of our service.

The Management of Sanitary Removal Limited fulfils its commitment to quality by ensuring that all employees know, understand and carry out the adopted quality policy in our operations. Please refer to our General & Technical Information PDF for further information.

Address: 30 Herb Mckenely Drive, Kingston 6, Jamaica W.I.
Email: info@sanitaryremoval.com
Telephone: 1-876-927-4515